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Monday, October 18, 2010

“Hollywood is a place where
they’ll pay you a thousand dollars
for a kiss and fifty cents for your
soul.”
-Marilyn Monroe

Letter to La Editor:
From La Maison
Submitted by James Prochaska
~ Proud Maggot ~

Recently The Daily Bull
published an article entitled What You Didn’t Know
About La Maison, accusing
the hall of committing various awesome crimes, at the
small expense of puppies,
babies, and people’s
identities. Although we cannot confirm some of the allegations in the article, we
do feel the need to apologize for some of them, as
we were out of line.
In the case of the puppy
soccer, we regret subjecting so many puppies to
this sport. Looking back, although the games may have
been fun, we likely could
have used each puppy for
longer periods of time, or,
alternatively, raised puppies specifically for this use,
rather than taking them from
loving families. Although the
kidnapping of puppies was
a large part of the fun in the
game, we now realize that it
...see Dog Soccer on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like running into a tree... thrice!...

The Speakeasy
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Chemical engineers are some of the most
hard working, crazy students on this
campus. I would know from personal
experience. They slave away for hours in
the basement lab with little to no sunlight
or exposure to others outside
of their major. Now, there
is something I’m going to
share with you about this
fabled basement lab that
many of you have never
seen. Not only do we
have multiple couches, a
microwave (filthy, but still),
and large work spaces,
we have something else,
something that has remained secret for many
years due not only to the
effort of the students, but
greatly due to one professor; Dr. Sean Clancy.

easy in the basement of the ChemSci
that only recently the school has caught
on to, much to the upheaval of the
chemical engineering population.
“It was such a wonderful place. I’d just tell my
roommate I had an ethanol experiment that I had
to run with Clancy, and
off I’d go, happy as could
be that I would be getting trashed on school
property with no one the
wiser!” one student was
happy to share. “But now
that Tech found out, and
plan on closing it, I don’t
know what I’ll do with
myself. I guess I could get
started on my lab report
for Morrison…”

Anyone who has had
The great reveal of the
Clancy for class or has Just another reason that chemistry
speakeasy was, in
talked to him is aware is more awesome than your major. simple terms, a fiof his affection for beer,
asco. “I was there
and quite possibly his desire to have a when it happened!” one engineer told
distillation system put on campus. While me, thrusting Perry’s handbook at me. “I
talking about this with him, he may have was there when we got busted. I went
a distant, dreamy look in his eye, at a in like I usually do, lugging this stupid
dream that may never come true. This is book around, opened it to the proper
...see Moonshine on back
nothing but a veil. Clancy runs a speak-

Australia has a saint now!
A saint from Down Unda?...

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
MAD LIB: This is what happens when
you (Something you do) all day
Adjective: ___________________
Something you do: ____________
Inanimate Object: _____________
Verb ending in –ing: ___________
Verb ending in –ing 2: _________
-ed verb: ___________________
Scary Noun: _________________
Emotion: ____________________
Place: ______________________
Number: ____________________
Friend’s Name: _______________
Something Big: _______________
Action Verb-ing: ______________
Pet Animal: __________________

... dog soccer from front

did cross some lines, and isn’t an ac- though we will accept responsibility.
ceptable activity in today’s society. We did feel bad about stealing their
candy howThe
allegaever, so we
tions relating
did end up
to
stealing
returning it to
candy from
them, taking
babies, and
precautions
later returning
to ensure we
it to them lack
wouldn’t be
some basic
tempted to
details
and
steal it again,
back
story.
such as reThough
in
placing the
essence the
fillings
with
stories may
mayonnaise,
be
factual,
and lacing it
the
babies
with cyanide.
in
question
We
admit
were
that
stealblatantly
ing
candy
flaunting their
from babies
candy, and
is not mor*Punt* Somehow, that’s more satisfying than
were really alally
acceptable,
just a regular old ball...
most asking to
but we are achave it stolen from the - it wasn’t re- tively working towards resolving our
ally wholly our fault that we did this, problems in this area.
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This is what happens when you (Something you do) all day

Brought to you by Kyle Roe!

Last night I had this totally ___________________ (adjective) dream, it must have been because of me
__________________ (something you do) all that day. I was lying on a ___________________ (inanimate object) when it began _____________________ (ing verb) with me on it. I was quite scared so I
started __________________ (ing verb 2). Then suddenly it _______________________ (-ed verb) and
it turned into a ________________________ (noun)! I was so ________________ (emotion) that I also
______________ (-ed verb). Scared out of disbelief I ran to ____________________ (place). I stayed there
for what seemed like at least _________________ (number) minutes when ___________________ (Friend’s
Name) walked up to me with a big _____________________ (Something Big). And then s/he started
______________________ (Verb Ending in -ing) all over my face! I woke up with great relief to find it was not
my friend doing it but my ______________________ (Pet Animal) instead!
... Moonshine from front

page and blathered off the appropriate definition that allows admission into
Clancy’s place. I didn’t realize that there was a freshman behind me, and she
ran in, the idiot. She had transferred from MSU, and everyone knows that those
fools can’t handle their alcohol as well as Tech students. Clancy had just finished
creating his own vodka, and damn, is it some potent stuff! She took one shot
and immediately collapsed due to extreme liver failure.”
No, don’t worry, the silly Spartan didn’t die - however, she was hospitalized
for a month.

News Briefs: Florida
Man Found Frozen to
Death in Warm Car
Lake Linden - A man was
found frozen to death late Sunday night in the back woods
of Keweenaw County. The
gentleman, whose identity remains unknown, was identified
as a Floridian from his license
plate, which was too interesting to be from MI. Autopsy
confirmed that people from the
Southern States have internal
thermostats that shut the body
down when outdoor temperatures drop below 55 degrees.
The car’s heater was set to fan
level 4 and full heat. A service
will be held in the DHH sauna
to commemmorate Frosty on
Tuesday. --Liz Fujita, DB

After the incident, I caught up with Clancy to see what he had to say for himself:
“Well, it was good while it lasted. I mean, if you’re going to be working in a field
where you are very much capable of creating such an environment, why not?
Brewing at home is okay, but creating these big batches is just superb! I never
intended to sell it on the market either. But after the destruction of my pride
I cannot speak for the identify fraud and joy, and all the exposure, I’m going to actually quit the University and go
accusations, as, although that does into big league brewing. And of course, any chemical engineer from Tech who
sound like a lot of fun, no one has took my Tech. Comm. class will get a very generous discount.”
claimed responsibility for this unfortunate act. They have truly managed Rumor has it that those giant rocks on campus are actually hollowed out and full
to abide by La Maison’s second hall
of the equipment from the speakeasy…midnight shenanigans anyone?
rule, ‘don’t get caught’, and should
be commended. As it does seem
like there is an overwhelming amount
of proof pointing towards it possibly
being someone in the hall, we do
“Research is what I’m doing when
apologize for any inconvenience this
I don’t know what I’m doing.”
may have caused people if their par-Wernher von Braun
ents saw their credit card statement.

Again we apologize for our behavior, and we will attempt to do a better job of not getting caught doing
inappropriate or morally reprehensible activities in the future.

*picture unrelated* Oh god, run! Moose Attack!

